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IXOS LAUNCHES DIVO SPEAKER SYSTEM - £229.99 

- An extremely versatile 2.1 TV upgrade & stereo music system with dock for iPod™ 

- Multi-purpose design for modern usage patterns - www.ixos.com/divo 

 

At IXOS our design and development process concludes with subjective evaluation because 

ultimately, it’s the listening that counts. How does the system perform? How detailed and natural 

is the sound? These are the questions we ask in order to verify our research. 
 

Bringing 15 years of experience and innovation to the table, the IXOS Divo 2.1 is  a multi-

purpose design, that has been developed to fit modern usage patterns and to achieve two goals:  

a. To markedly upgrade the sound quality from any TV set and b. To work seamlessly with 

iPods, MP3 players and computers. The Divo provides the versatility to adapt to any lifestyle 

usage and the smart styling and separated component parts allow it to fit in almost anywhere. 
 

TV Sound upgrade 

As TV’s become slimmer the sound quality has deteriorated. A Divo can upgrade the sound from 

a TV by simply connecting the TV’s audio output to the Divo stereo phono inputs. The size and 

style of the Divo speakers are a neat match to today's flat TVs and modern homes. 
 

iPod, laptop, MP3 player, desktop sound 

As well as the Divo bringing new life to iPod and iTunes music, the 3.5mm auxiliary input 

allows connectivity with nearly all portable music devices, laptops and computers. 
 

Delivering proper stereo 

The Divo’s mini-tower speakers can be situated at a distance from the separate subwoofer for 

wide stereo separation. The result is more realistic music reproduction and a much wider sound 

field, than with one-box iPod docking speakers or indeed any one-box system. 

 

IXOS ® PC-OFC cables 

IXOS guarantees the highest performance by supplying award-winning IXOS® cables with the 

Divo. Two lengths of speaker cable (4.5m and 0.5m) allow set up in a variety of living spaces. 

 

The Divo 2.1 music system is a truly versatile and unique product, ideal for those who demand 

high quality sound reproduction and desire to combine several audio sources (TV /iPod / CD 

Player / Games Consoles / Laptop) through one convenient sound system. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ixos.com/divo
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IXOS DIVO SPEAKER SYSTEM £229.99 

- 2.1 music system with dock for iPod™ 

 

Key Features:  
- IXOS® designed high quality stereo music system with subwoofer 

- Universal iPod dock, plays, charges and synchronises with a computer’s iTunes library 

- ‘Acoustic Air Spring’ passive radiator subwoofer for extended bass output 

- Audio cables engineered by IXOS® 

- 3.5mm auxiliary input for connection to laptops and portable music devices 

- Stereo phono inputs for connection of CD/DVD players and TV audio outputs 

- System remote control with iPod™ functionality 

 

Frequency response:  20Hz to 20kHz 

Speaker power (RMS): 2 x 10 Watts 

Subwoofer power (RMS): 28 Watts 

Total power (RMS):  48 Watts 

 

Compatible with:  all stereo audio sources 

    iPhone™ - playback in airplane mode - charge 

    iPod touch ™   iPod classic™  

    iPod video™   iPod nano™  

 

 

 

 

PATH GROUP LTD 

Founded in 1983 as Path Group Plc, the company is a UK owned business that has developed 

into a global business. Earning a reputation for developing award-winning premium consumer 
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electronics accessories, Path Group owns the IXOS brand, famous for high-performing AV 

cables and Flat Screen Wall Mounts, and the Headfunk brand of high performance accessories  

for the skater/boarder. Path Group has exclusive distribution rights for the Case Logic brand of 

soft storage in the UK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


